The standard brake lights on an older Morgan are quite low and not always that bright. I was also concerned that when racing my '69 Plus 8 the older style (Triumph Spitfire) stop lights were quite hard for those following (the preferred position!) to see. Here’s one way of adding a third light at a higher level and with a high intensity red which cannot be missed...

I purchased a pair of LED lamps through eBay - they were less than $50. I chose these in particular because they are clear and change to red only when turned on so they are quite discrete in appearance.

On the '75 Plus 8 (pictured) I have used the luggage rack as a mounting point for the light. This is fine but it does mean that when carrying luggage the light is obscured. However, for the majority of the time it is an effective high intensity stop light.

I would like to design an adjustable high level light using this as a basis so that even with luggage there would be an effective high level light. Please let me know if you are interested in this idea.

Left: Light off and light on

Below: Light is housed in a simple piece of bent aluminium sheet which is secured to the luggage rack by two self-tapping screws. Lights are connected to the normal stop light circuit through a waterproof plug.